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Introducing Cingular’s C~FlexTM, C~TipTM & H~DriveTM

Simply efficient, Cingular’s new flexible driver with single 
use drill tips and hex drive attachment all using a bayonet 
cup link fitting for quick and simple use.
The key feature of the C~Flex is the ability to 
decontaminate the device after surgical use. C~Flex is 
completely cannulated and the chain link shaft design 
allows sterilising departments to wash out any debris after 
surgical use – unlike traditional coil reamers that are very 
difficult if not impossible to decontaminate.

C~Tip bayonet drill bits are sterile packed single use 
ensuring surgeons have cutting tools that are sterile, sharp 
and effective in drilling first time every time no exceptions.
H~Drive (Howie Drive) allows the surgical staff to 
interchange the C~Tip with the H~Drive for insertion of 
acetabular cup hip screws.
The system has been designed to meet surgical staff ease 
of use and now hospitals can do away with difficult to 
clean coil type reamers and drivers.
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PRODUCT CODES

COFDBY001 C~Flex - Flexible shaft with Bayonet Fitting NON Sterile

COHD35001 H~Drive 3.5mm Hex Drive NON Sterile

MDFTCB32035 C~Tip 3.2mm x 35mm Sterile x 1

MDFTCB32045 C~Tip 3.2mm x 45mm Sterile x 1

MDFTCB32055 C~Tip 3.2mm x 55mm Sterile x 1

MDFTCB32065 C~Tip 3.2mm x 65mm Sterile x 1

Flex TipH

DRILL BIT SIZE (A) FOR SCREW (MM)

35 20MM

45 30MM

55 40MM

65 50MM


